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Item Type - General attachments
The General attachments item allows the user to open
and view attachments associated with a customer,
location, themselves (as a user) or a general list entry. In
practice this might mean that they can open documents
relating to specific method statements for the cutomer in
question, plans or drawings for a location or manuals or
handbooks relating to a list of products or toolbox talks.
Attachments will typically be PDF documents, Word
documents or image files.
General attachments differ from Job attachments in that
a job attachment is a document specifically sent to one
user on one job. If an attachment is to be more widely
used than that (eg. on all jobs for a customer, on all jobs
for a location or on any job at all) then it probably makes
sense to add it as a general attachment.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a General attachments
item

*Caption

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

*Type of
attachments to
show (1)

Choose the type of attachments that you wish to show. These
can be for the customer or location of the current form, for the
current user or for a list item elsewhere on the form. If list item
attachments are selected then you need to specify the 'unique
name' of the relevant template item below.

*Type of
attachments to
show (2)

Choose the type of attachments that you wish to show. These
can be for the customer or location of the current form, for the
current user or for a list item elsewhere on the form. If list item
attachments are selected then you need to specify the 'unique
name' of the relevant template item below.

'Unique name' of
item containing

If you have specified list item attachments then you need to
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the list entry to
use

specify the unique name of the template item that contains
the list entry to use.

Display as image

If this is NOT ticked a button will be displayed. If this IS ticked
an image of the attachment will be displayed instead of the
button. This can be used to quickly identify a customer or a
visual clue of a location as well as confirming correct product
selection with an associated photo item.

Formatting
Full screen
width?

Advanced
*Unique name

3

Formatting options for a General attachments item.
This option is usually used in conjunction with multi-line text
boxes, giving the user a full-width long text box in which to
enter information. This value overrides any formatting set for
the section.

Advanced features of a General attachments item.
A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a General attachments item.
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Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.

4
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Item Type - General output data
General output data displays information associated with
a customer, a location, the current user or a list entry.
For example, you could display the customer account
number or general notes for the current customer; you
could display the site access code or access
requirements or the site turnover for a location or you
could display the product description and manufacturer
for a part selected as a list entry.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a General output data item

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

*Entity type

Choose the "entity" to which the additional data that you wish
to display belongs.

Additional
details to display
(advanced)

Enter text and calculated values that will be displayed as read
only on the device screen.

Advanced

Advanced features of a General output data item.

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
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If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a General output data item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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ItemType - GPS reading - start form
GPS reading - start form allows the recording of the first
successful location (usually GPS) determined when the
form is created. Locations can be determined by a
combination of GPS satellites and WiFi or phone network
signals.
When a form is started the latest available location
reading is recorded against this item. If no reading is
available then additional readings are taken at specified
intervals, which can vary depending on the reading types.
If one of these readings is successful then it will be used
to update this item and further readings will be
discontinued.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a GPS reading - start form
item

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Use GPS signals

Choose whether or not to use GPS signals for determining the
device position. GPS provides the most accurate readings but
is also heavy on battery consumption, so enabling GPS is a
trade-off between how accurate you need readings to be and
how feasible it is to cope with the power loss.

Readings every X
seconds (default:
60)

Specify the frequency with which GPS readings are made, in
seconds. Bear in mind that the more frequent the readings, the
higher the drain on the battery.

Detect changes
of X metres
(default: 100)

Specify the accuracy with which changes in location are
detected by GPS. Smaller distances require more intensive
battery use.
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Use network and
WiFi signals

Choose whether or not to use WiFi and mobile phone network
signals for determining the device position. These methods
are less accurate than GPS but do not require as much battery
usage.

Readings every X
seconds (default:
60)

Specify the frequency with which WiFi and phone network
readings are made, in seconds. Bear in mind that the more
frequent the readings, the higher the drain on the battery.

Detect changes
of X metres
(default: 100)

Specify the accuracy with which changes in location are
detected by WiFi and phone network signals. Smaller
distances require more intensive battery use.

Advanced

Advanced features of a GPS reading - start form item.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

*Unique name
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Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.
A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
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or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a GPS reading - start form item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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ItemType - GPS reading - finish form
GPS reading - finish form allows the recording of the last
successful location (usually GPS) determined before the
form is saved and finished. Locations can be determined
by a combination of GPS satellites and WiFi or phone
network signals.

When a form is started the latest available location reading is
recorded against this item. Additional readings are taken at
specified intervals, which can vary depending on the reading
types. If one of these readings is successful and is better than
the existing reading then it will be used to update this item.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a GPS reading - finish
form item

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Use GPS signals

Choose whether or not to use GPS signals for determining the
device position. GPS provides the most accurate readings but
is also heavy on battery consumption, so enabling GPS is a
trade-off between how accurate you need readings to be and
how feasible it is to cope with the power loss.

Readings every X
seconds (default:
60)

Specify the frequency with which GPS readings are made, in
seconds. Bear in mind that the more frequent the readings, the
higher the drain on the battery.

Detect changes
of X metres
(default: 100)

Specify the accuracy with which changes in location are
detected by GPS. Smaller distances require more intensive
battery use.
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Use network and
WiFi signals

Choose whether or not to use WiFi and mobile phone network
signals for determining the device position. These methods
are less accurate than GPS but do not require as much battery
usage.

Readings every X
seconds (default:
60)

Specify the frequency with which WiFi and phone network
readings are made, in seconds. Bear in mind that the more
frequent the readings, the higher the drain on the battery.

Detect changes
of X metres
(default: 100)

Specify the accuracy with which changes in location are
detected by WiFi and phone network signals. Smaller
distances require more intensive battery use.

Advanced

Advanced features of a GPS reading - finish form item.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

*Unique name
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Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.
A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
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or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a GPS reading - start form item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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Item Type - Image
Image items allow an existing image to be added to the
form or a new image to be created via a third party
program. Use Image in cases where hand-drawn images
or sketches are to be used in preference to photographs.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending an Image item

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

*Application
name (as shown
in Remove
Programs)
*File name to run

Advanced
Auditor's notes

For mobile device forms, this option allows a third party
program to be specified as an editor for creating new images.
For example, GVMobile PocketBrush
This item enables a program to be specified in order for
magic5 to launch a third party image creation/editing
program. For example, PocketBrush.exe

Advanced features of an Image item.
If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
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available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.
Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
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still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for an Image item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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Item Type - Invoice table
Invoice tables are standard Table items with the
functionality for entering price-related line items and
calculating VAT and totals. Each line (row) within the
table contains an initial column which contains an item
name (this will usually be a drop-down list but does not
have to be). Further columns contain the unit price,
quantity and line item total.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Table

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Initial number of
rows

Specifies how many rows are initially shown in the table. This
can be used to save the user from having to repeatedly tap the
‘Add result’. By default there is 1 row in a table.

Disable the
adding of rows

Tick this box to prevent operators adding rows to the table.

Allow the
deletion of rows

Tick this box to enable the deletion of rows.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

The wording on a button for additional rows.

*Currency
symbol

The currency symbol to be used when displaying monetary
values on a report.
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Create/amend columns in a Table.

Heading

Enter the text to be shown as the column heading. Bear in
mind that this should be as abbreviated as possible due to the
limited screen sizes on mobile devices.

List name

Specify a standard list name in this field if you wish the user to
select from a drop-down list rather than enter free text. See
“List name” under the Drop-down list item for more details.

Prices contained
within list item

If the drop-down list in column 1 contains pricing information
then tick this field – in that case the price will be automatically
determined when the item is selected.

Display only?
(advanced use)

Specifies whether the display value associated with the list
item can be edited (as, for example, in the case of price lists).

Prices
Heading

Enter the text to be shown as the column heading. Bear in
mind that this should be as abbreviated as possible due to the
limited screen sizes on mobile devices.

Prices include
VAT?

If the unit price values (whether automatically looked up by the
system or entered manually) include VAT then tick this box.

*VAT rate

The rate to be used when calculating the VAT.

Display only?
(advanced use)

Specifies whether the display value associated with the list
item can be edited (as, for example, in the case of price lists).

Unique name

Allocate a unique name to this column.

Quantities

Quantity parameters for an Invoice table.

Heading

Enter the text to be shown as the column heading. Bear in
mind that this should be as abbreviated as possible due to the
limited screen sizes on mobile devices.

Quantity list

If quantities should be entered using a drop-down list then
choose the name of the list to be used. Alternatively, leave this
selection empty in order to use a simple text entry box.

Display only?
(advanced use)

Specifies whether the display value associated with the list
item can be edited (as, for example, in the case of price lists).
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CommissionA Commission column must be created even if not required.
Heading

Enter the text to be shown as the column heading. Bear in
mind that this should be as abbreviated as possible due to the
limited screen sizes on mobile devices.

Display only?
(advanced use)

Specifies whether the display value associated with the list
item can be edited (as, for example, in the case of price lists).

Line total

Line total parameters of an Invoice table.

Heading

Enter the text to be shown as the column heading. Bear in
mind that this should be as abbreviated as possible due to the
limited screen sizes on mobile devices.

Display only?
(advanced use)

Specifies whether the display value associated with the list
item can be edited (as, for example, in the case of price lists).

Advanced

Advanced features of an Invoice table.

Pre-fill data from
section (enter
unique name of
the section)

The data entered in the section named here (which is probably
a repeating section) will be used to fill the invoice - see also
items below.

Unique name of
product drop
down

Enter the unique name used in the section named above for
the data item that is to appear in the Product column of the
invoice.

Unique name of
price drop down

Enter the unique name used in the section named above for
the data item that is to appear in the Product column of the
invoice.

Unique name of
quantity item

Enter the unique name used in the section named above for
the data item that is to appear in the Product column of the
invoice.

Unique name of
commission
drop down

Enter the unique name used in the section named above for
the data item that is to appear in the Product column of the
invoice.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.
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For quantityrelated rows,
force quantities
to be greater
than 0

Tick this box if the quantities in the table should be greater
than zero - in other words a positive number must be entered.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Search
information for
drop-down
(advanced)
*Unique name
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Here you can specify the information that's shown when a
search is performed. For example, you could display both a
product name and product description.
A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.
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Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for an Invoice table.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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Item Type - Job attachments
Job attachments are third party items that can be sent to
the mobile device with the form.

Job attachments can be made mandatory, in which case the
software will record when the attachment was
opened/accessed and won't allow the form to be completed
until it has been opened/accessed. Clearly there can be no
guarantees beyond this that the user has read or understood
the information, although a signature item can be added to
provide acknowledgement from the user that they have done
so.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Job attachments item

*Caption

The caption/label to be displayed for these attachments.

Job Detail

Select a job definition from the drop-down list.

Mandatory (force
all documents to
be opened)

Ticking this box will require that the user taps on each
attachment to open or view it. Until each attachment has been
viewed the form cannot be finished.

Send
attachments
back to server

Tick this box to return the attachment to the server after
modifications have been made - eg a Microsoft Word
document that needs to be amended.

Don't show
default job PDF
document

Each job on the system has an associated PDF document. By
default this is just a simple document containing a list of all of
the items in the job. In most cases there wouldn't be a good
reason for displaying this on the device, in which case tick this
box to hide the PDF.

Formatting
Full screen
width?

Advanced

Formatting options for a Job attachments item.
This option is usually used in conjunction with multi-line text
boxes, giving the user a full-width long text box in which to
enter information. This value overrides any formatting set for
the section.

Advanced features of a job attachments item.
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A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a job attachments item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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Item Type - Job data
Job data allows the display of job information for the job
being viewed. This job may be one from an external
system or it may be from within magic5’s own Job
Dispatch Module. For displaying the base job information
(ie. customer, location and date) use the “Output field”
item type. Use “Job data” for additional fields which are
part of the job definition, or for job audit trail information.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Job data item

*Caption

The heading to be shown along with the output data.

*Job detail

The job data to be shown. The list shows the fields for all of
the job definitions PLUS the following audit trial items:
Logged by – the user who initially created the job
Logged date/time – the date and time that the job was
created
Allocated by – the user who allocated the job
Allocated date/time – the date and time that the job was
allocated

Formatting
Full screen
width?

Advanced

Formatting options for Job data.
This option is usually used in conjunction with multi-line text
boxes, giving the user a full-width long text box in which to
enter information. This value overrides any formatting set for
the section.

Advanced features of a Job data item.

Item name from
device workflow

In conjunction with "Device Workflow Item" the name entered
here is matched up with the Item Name of the Device
Workflow.

Don't keep

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
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previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Additional
display
information for
list items

If the job data being display is from a list then there may be
other information related to the list entries that you wish to
display. For example, if the list is a set of products then you
may wish to display the product manufacturer and unit type
along with the product code.

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
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However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for Job data.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
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(2)

answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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ItemType - Multiple-choice
The Multiple-choice item allows the user to choose one
from a list of allowable options on the device. The fact
that it is called "multiple" choice does not indicate that
multiple answers can be selected, it indicates that one
answer can be selected from multiple choices. The
multiple choice item tends to get used in cases where
there are between two and four or five options, and is
really just a direct alternative to a drop down list. The
display of options can either be vertical or horizontal and
it can either be of the option text or of associated images.

Multiple choices items are commonly used as a mechanism
for recording findings and follow-up actions. In these cases
the selection of the non-default answer will trigger the display
of a new screen to record the detailed findings.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Multiple-choice prompt

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

List name

Select the name of the list that will supply the choices. This
list is created via Lists in Setup and Maintenance.

Default value

Enter a value that will be inserted without the user doing
anything e.g. '0' (zero) for quantity in a supplies list so that
only significant entries need to be entered.
Sometimes it is appropriate to use values entered by
administrators when setting up a job. In this case, use the
syntax:
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$$[unique name used in job definition]
Arrange
horizontally

By default list items are arrange vertically - one per line. By
ticking this box magic5 will fit as many as possible on one
line. This is useful for short options such as "yes"/"no" or "12","3-5", "5-10".

Prompt for
findings/actions
for results
(except for first
result)

This is useful if something out of the ordinary has been
encountered by the operator, such as customer not home or
condition unacceptable, where further information needs to be
collected. It is an alternative to the tick box below, so make
sure that only one of these is ticked.

Use same-page
findings/actions

This inserts default findings and/or actions into a text box
(which must be manually created beneath this multiple-choice
item) so that it appears on the same screen on the device
(rather than in a separate screen as the tick box above). A
drop-down list to record the timescales may also be required
(add manually) and findings can be shown.
It is an alternative to the tick box above but does not have the
same follow-up functions. Make sure that only one of these
boxes is ticked.

Use list entry
images instead
of text

Images, such as smiley/frowning face, tick/cross, can be used
instead of text.

Advanced

Advanced features of a Multiple-choice list.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Background
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colour of
question

Specify the colour that should appear behind the question on
the device.

Colour of
question

Specify the colour of the text in the question on the device.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle
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Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a $$transformation$$ option is applied to the newly
created job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Show all choices
on report
Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
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magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a Date prompt.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.

Default
findings

Add findings for this list that will appear automatically.

Add Finding

Click this button to add additional information to the selected
item in the list.
More information on Item Type - Findings (on-line
documentation)
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10 ItemType - Number(Decimal)
Number(Decimal)
enables decimal numbers to be entered.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Number(Decimal)
prompt

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Default value

Enter a value that will be inserted without the user doing
anything e.g. '0' (zero) for quantity in a supplies list so that
only significant entries need to be entered.
Sometimes it is appropriate to use values entered by
administrators when setting up a job. In this case, use the
syntax:
$$[unique name used in job definition]

Maximum value

Enter the maximum value that can be entered for this field. If
there is no upper limit then leave this field blank.

Minimum value

Enter the minimum value that can be entered for this field. If
there is no lower limit then leave this field blank.
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Force full entry
after decimal
point

Tick this box to force the user to enter numbers after the
decimal point, for instance for currency or where precision is
required.

Advanced

Advanced features of a Number(Decimal) prompt.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a $$transformation$$ option is applied to the newly
created job, this setting may be over-ruled.
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Show all choices
on report
Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
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template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a Number(Decimal) prompt.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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11 ItemType - Number(Decimal) for pricing
Number(Decimal) enables decimal numbers to be entered
in this field. Restrictions on minimum and maximum
values can be specified.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Number(Decimal)
pricing item.

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Default value

Enter a value that will be inserted without the user doing
anything e.g. '0' (zero) for quantity in a supplies list so that
only significant entries need to be entered.
Sometimes it is appropriate to use values entered by
administrators when setting up a job. In this case, use the
syntax:
$$[unique name used in job definition]

Maximum value

Enter the maximum value that can be entered for this item. If
there is no upper limit then leave this field blank.

Minimum value

Enter the minimum value that can be entered for this item. If
there is no lower limit then leave this field blank.

Force full entry
after decimal
point

Tick this box to force the user to enter numbers after the
decimal point, for instance for currency or where precision is
required.

*Item to price
using

Select the pricing item that is to be used from the dropdown list. This is a bespoke list set up when the contractor
monitoring module is installed.
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Advanced features of a Number(Decimal) pricing item.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a $$transformation$$ option is applied to the newly
created job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
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meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a Number(Decimal) pricing item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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12 ItemType - Number(Whole)
Number(Whole) ensures that only whole numbers
(integers) are entered in this field. Restrictions on
minimum and maximum values can be specified.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Number(Whole) prompt

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Default value

Enter a value that will be inserted without the user doing
anything e.g. '0' (zero) for quantity in a supplies list so that
only significant entries need to be entered.
Sometimes it is appropriate to use values entered by
administrators when setting up a job. In this case, use the
syntax:
$$[unique name used in job definition]

Maximum value

Enter the maximum value that can be entered for this field. If
there is no upper limit then leave this field blank.

Minimum value

Enter the minimum value that can be entered for this field. If
there is no lower limit then leave this field blank.
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Advanced features of a Number(Whole) prompt.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a $$transformation$$ option is applied to the newly
created job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
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or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a Number(Whole) prompt.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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13 ItemType - Number(Whole) for pricing
Number(Whole) ensures that only whole numbers
(integers) are entered in this field. Restrictions on
minimum and maximum values can be specified.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Number(Whole) pricing
item. This item relates to a bespoke add-on in magic5.

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Default value

Enter a value that will be inserted without the user doing
anything e.g. '0' (zero) for quantity in a supplies list so that
only significant entries need to be entered.
Sometimes it is appropriate to use values entered by
administrators when setting up a job. In this case, use the
syntax:
$$[unique name used in job definition]

Maximum value

Enter the maximum value that can be entered for this item. If
there is no upper limit then leave this field blank.

Minimum value

Enter the minimum value that can be entered for this item. If
there is no lower limit then leave this field blank.

*Item to price
using

Select the pricing item that is to be used from the dropdown list. This is a bespoke list set up when the contractor
monitoring module is installed.

Advanced

Advanced features of a Number(Whole) pricing item.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
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how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.
Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a $$transformation$$ option is applied to the newly
created job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
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If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a Number(Whole) pricing item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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14 Item Type - Output field
The Output-field is a fixed text item used to display text
on either the device or the report, or both. This fixed text
is often that relating to some sort of declaration that a
customer needs to sign or it may be some explanatory
text relating to other items.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Output-field

Caption

The heading to be shown along with the output data.

Output field

The data to be shown. Possible values are :
Auditor – the end user completing the form.
Customer – the customer to whom this form relates.
Date and Time Released - the date and time that the form was
released.
Date and Time Started - the date and time that the form was
started.
Date of Audit – the date of the form.
Location – the customer’s location.
Location Address – the full address for this location. This is
the address as entered for the location within Customer
maintenance.
Time of Audit - the time of the form.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Show on report
and web site only

Select this field if the text is only to be shown on the web site
and report, and not on the device. This is useful for
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information which is relevant for a customer viewing the
report but is not important for an end-user.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for Output field.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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15 Item Type - Photo
Photo items allow existing photos to be added to the
form (from file) or for new photos to be taken using the
built-in camera (when installed on a suitable device).
Photos can be attached to any item on a form using the
context menu but the Photo item is a more structured
way of capturing photos, alerting the user to possible
usefulness and making it a mandatory item when
necessary.
Captured photos can be edited and annotated using third
party tools.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Photo item

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Disable browsing
for photos

Tick this box if the operator is only allowed to take new photos
rather than browse for existing one. If both boxes are ticked,
photos will be disabled altogether.

Disable
capturing new
photos

Tick this box if the operator is only allowed to use existing
photos rather than taking a new one. If both boxes are ticked,
photos will be disabled altogether.

Advanced

Advanced features of a Photo item.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
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basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.
Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a transformation option is applied to the newly created
job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
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before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Display
conditions
(advanced)

Display conditions for a Photo item.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(1)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Only show when
the following
condition is true
(2)

Enter a conditional statement that affects whether the input
item is displayed on the device such as whether a previous
answer has been yes or no.

Record results
when section
isn't displayed

Tick this box if you wish results to be recorded when section
isn't displayed.
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16 Item Type - Risk Factors
Risk Factor : a weighted scoring system designed for
auditing purposes but now with wider uses. Weightings
enable a set of answers to be treated as a group rather
than individuals to create an overall rating that takes
account of the importance of the question.
For a fuller explanation of how Risk Factors work visit
Concepts - Risk Factor Weightings (on-line
documentation)
Risk Score : a sum of the entries on the device multiplied
by the weightings designated here.
Risk items are questions allowing a response of 0, 1, 2 or n/a, any of which can be used as a default
value. These are typically used in auditing scenarios where 2 may indicate "compliant", 1 "non-compliant"
and 0 "critically non-compliant" and are used to multiply the Risk Factor type (1, 2, 3 or 4). A result of 0 or
1 will cause a Findings/Actions screen to be shown - this allows the reasons for non-compliance to be
documented, together with actions and timescales for rectification.
Risk 1

Risk 2

Risk 3

Risk 4

Risk N

A Risk 1 item has
a weighting of 1
when calculating
a total score.
Hence scores of
0, 1 and 2 will
contribute 0, 1
and 2
respectively to a
total risk score.

A Risk 2 item has
a weighting of 2
when calculating
a total score.
Hence scores of
0, 1 and 2 will
contribute 0, 2
and 4
respectively to a
total risk score.

A Risk 3 item has
a weighting of 3
when calculating
a total score.
Hence scores of
0, 1 and 2 will
contribute 0, 3
and 6
respectively to a
total risk score.

A Risk 4 item has
a weighting of 4
when calculating
a total score.
Hence scores of
0, 1 and 2 will
contribute 0, 4
and 8
respectively to a
total risk score.

Using Risk Factor
N a different
weighting can be
allocated to an
item, multiplying
the number
selected on the
device
accordingly.

Main

Main screen for creating/amending a Risk factor, whether a
pre-weighted 1-4 risk factor or selecting your own weighting
with factor 'N'.

*Question

This is the text “label” that is specifying the information that
needs to be entered or the question to be answered. Although
this is not necessarily a question in all cases, Question is used
as the general term to cover the text shown next to an input
field. The text should be as short as possible whilst still being
self-explanatory. Over-long questions take up a lot of space on
PDA screens with their restricted size, so try and make them
concise. This text should be an aid to help guide the user
through the screen. Any more explanatory text can be made
available as “Auditor’s notes” or “Full question text”.
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Sometimes it is appropriate to use values entered by
administrators when setting up a job. In this case, use the
syntax:
$$[unique name used in job definition]
Weighting

Advanced

Enter the amount by which you would like the value multiplied
to give a final score.

Advanced features of a Risk Factor item.

Auditor's notes

If you wish to offer the end-user guidance and direction on
how to answer a question then use the Auditor’s notes field.
This allows you to input any necessary text expanding on the
basic question. For the end-user, the auditor’s notes are
available via the “right click” option on the device – tap and
hold the stylus on the question text.

Full question (for
report)

The question text mentioned above should be framed in such
a way as to indicate to the user the information that needs to
be input. However, when this information is output on a report
via the web site or a PDF additional wording may well be
required. Use this field to phrase the original question in a way
suitable for the report.

Cross reference

This field is output on reports to cross-reference the
information with any relevant legislation etc.

Don't keep
previous result
when part of a
document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you DO NOT wish data to be collected in this
template item to be copied to any jobs created directly from
the original form. This is useful for a repeated task (such as
booking in/out a rental item or repeated delivery) where the
data remains the same but a sign-off is required so this box
may be ticked for Date, Surname and Signature. Please note
that if a $$transformation$$ option is applied to the newly
created job, this setting may be over-ruled.

Allow multiple
results for this
field?

If you wish to have the capability of entering more than one
“answer” to a question then you can use this field. If it is
checked/ticked then a button will be displayed allowing further
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responses to be input. The text shown on this button can be
specified (see below).
If the number of possible responses is unpredictable then this
option is useful. However, it is often simpler to create, say, 3
pre-set items in which the user can enter their data.
Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.

Add
Finding

Add any findings/actions/timescales that will be automatically
added for this score. For more information :
Item Type - Findings (on-line documentation)

Risk
Score

A risk score item gives the total and percentage score for any
risk items. It can be used as a total for the whole form, or just
for a particular section or page.

Apply to current
section only

Apply to current section only

Apply to current
page only

Allows the score for all risk items on the current page to be
calculated.
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17 Index
Finish (GPS finish), 10-12
GPS (GPS finish), 10-12
GPS (GPS Start), 7-9
Item Type - General attachments, 2-4
Item Type - General output data, 5-6
Item Type - Image, 13-15
Item Type - Invoice table, 16-20
Item Type - Job attachments, 21-22
Item Type - Job data, 23-25
Item Type - Output field, 42-43
Item Type - Photo, 44-46
Item Type - Risk Factors, 47-49
Item type (GPS finish), 10-12
Item type (GPS Start), 7-9
ItemType - GPS reading - finish form, 10-12
ItemType - GPS reading - start form, 7-9
ItemType - Multiple-choice, 26-29
ItemType - Number(Decimal), 30-32
ItemType - Number(Decimal) for pricing, 33-35
ItemType - Number(Whole), 36-38
ItemType - Number(Whole) for pricing, 39-41
Network (GPS finish), 10-12
Reading (GPS finish), 10-12
Reading (GPS Start), 7-9
Start (GPS Start), 7-9
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